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Conditions under which the partial sums of an array of weak!ly dependent random variables 
(X ) ,, nEZd, d 3 1, are almost surely asymptotically close to standard Brownian motion are derived. 
For such arrays, which include certain Gibbs random fields from statistical mechanics, the 
asymptotic behavior of the partial sums is thus a consequence of known results about Brownian 
motion. 
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Weakly dependent random variables 
1. Introductiou and statement of results 
Let Zd denote the integer lattice points in d-dimensional Euclidean space, d 2 1. 
Throughout this paper we will let IAl denote the cardinality of a subset A of Zd, 
49,. ) be the Euclidean distance in Z”, and IlnII = d(0, n), n E Zd. We will also use 
f(r) << g(r) to denote f(r) = O(g(r)) as r + 00. We will let v and C denote positive 
constants whose values depend on the particular lemma or theorem in which they 
appear and may change during the proof of that lemma or theorem. We consider a 
probability space (0,9?, P) and random variables (X,&+, where 9 = cr((X,,),,.&. 
If A c 2” we let 9A = a((X,),,.J and set SA = CnEA X,t. As a particular example of 
such a probability space, where there is dependence among the X,*, we may think of 
the class of Gibbs random fields from statistical mechanics, where the strength of the 
dg:pendencz among the Xn is determined by a ‘potential function’ @ on the subsets of 
2” (a more complete discussion of these models may be found in [6] and [7]). One 
interesting question to ask about such models is which of the standard limit theorems 
known in d = 1 for sequences of independent or weakly dependent random variables 
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will continue to hold in d > 1 (if they are appropriately modified, of course) and what 
conditions on @ are necessary to make these limit theorems true. The case Q, =O 
corresponds to lthe case of independent random variables. Some results on almost 
sure convergence in this case are given in [lo] and [ 111, where strong laws of large 
numbers are obtained. Also, in 151, the method of quantile transforms is used to show 
that f6r an independent identically distributed array of random variables (X.,&T~ 
with EX, =0, EXZ = 1, the partial sums &(k) may be approximated almost surely 
by sums of independent standard normal random variables with an error which 
is O(((n(k)~ 9 l 0 n Wd) log log(nNh l * l n (k)d))“*). Here Td = (n E Zd: ni > 0, 
1 s i s d) and n (k) is a strictly increasing sequence of elements of Td (where RJ G n 
means ~9, G rzi for 1 G i s d). In [6] and [7] the central limit theorem and the law of 
iterated logarithm are shown to hold when Q is chosen so that P possesses a ‘mixing 
property’ [25. In this paper we prove the following: 
Theasew 1.1. Suppose X0 =0 a.s., EX,, =0 and EXZ ~CCCX, for all nEZd. 
Supp p:Fe trctere xists cy : [l , QO) + (0, cr>) with 
a(t)<< t 
-46d(d +v)/B 1 foiO some u > 0 if d > 1 (1.2) 
and 
CL(t) <<: p(g+v’ forsomeq with $<q < 1 ifd = 1, 
such that j’or A, B c Zd with d(A, R) = t, E E 9,+ and F’E &, 
(1.3) 
IP( EF’) - P(E)P(F’)( G a (t)lA I. 
Suppose also that there exists C? > 0 and 
(1.4) 
1 
o<s<l-G 
sirch that for A c Zd with IAl c a~ 
z C E &XI, -a21AI << IAl”. 
ICEA neZd 
(!Ve will assume c7 = 1). 
Then, if we set 
SW = z x,*, 
Ilnll-- f 
(l-5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
WP can redefine (S(t)) lzo, without changing its distribution, on a richer probability 
space, together with standard Brownian motion (B(t)),,,,, so that as t + 00 
w/m 1’2 -B(t”)<< tdj2-l’ a.s. (1.8) 
wtz, ere 
and 
CL’(t) a 
Q!(t) << 
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suppose x0 =O CE.S., EXn =O,llX,&,~Cfonz cZd, (1.5) and (1.6) 
holds for a function a (t) with ’ 
t 
-d-(9d+2)/3 if401 (1.11) 
t
-d-(1 1~1+3)/271 forsomeqwith 5<q<l ifd = 1. (1.12) 
Then (1.8) holds for S(t) as defined by (1.7). 
The proofs of these theorems, which consist of approximating the partial sums 
SEI = c ,lnl,sNXn by a martingale and then applying Strassen’s martingale version of 
the Skorokhod representation theorem [121, are adapted from [I!!], where some of the 
more important consequences are also listed, e.g., 
Theorem 1.13. If 4 (t) is a positive norzdecreasing function, then 
P(&, > Nd’24(Nd)i.~.) = 0 or 1 
according as 1: (&t)/t) expC--#2(t)/2) dt converges or diverges. 
Theorem L14. If 4(t) is a positive nondecreasing function and 
MN= max i&l, 1sisN 
then 
P(MN < Nd”q5-‘(Ndji.o.) = 0 or 1 
according as J;” (4 2(t)/ t ) exp( -8n -242(t)) dt converges or diverges. 
Results along the lines of Theorem 1.14 have been obtained 
independent random variables in rl3]. 
for arrays of 
As will be clear from the proofs, condition (1.6) and the uniform bounds on E Xz 
or IlX,&, ensure that the X,, behave somewhat like a stationary array. Thirs the choice 
of the origin of 2” is arbitrary, as it usually will be in a physical problem. It will also 
be clear that the increasing sequence of sets AN = {n E 2’: IjnIj s N} could be 
replaced by a sequence of similarly behaved sets, for example, rectangles 72”. 
Conditions on CD implying (1.2), (1.3), (1 .l 1) or (1,12) are given in [2] and [3] and 
are discussed more fully in [7]. By Lemma 2.1 below, if (l.Z), (1.3), (1.11) or (1.12) 
holds for X, with mean 0 and uniformly bounded rth moments, r >2, then 
EC,, X,)* = O(lAl) for A c Zd and so condition (1.6) essentially places a lower 
(Si) as ATZd. Thus, for example, if (1.11) or (1.12) holds, then (1.6) is 
satisfied if the X,, are positively correlated and weakly stationary. 
For d = 1 the hyplotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.16) dicker slightly from the 
assumptions made in 1181. We assume the existence of higher moments in general and 
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our results are weaker, for example, than the result obtained for strictly stationary X, 
in Chapter 4 of [g], but we require slower rates of mixing than those required in 
Chapters 7 a[id 8 of [8], which treat cases somewhat similar to ours. In fact the 
random field (X,&Z d could be treated directly as a ‘retarded strong mixing’ 
sequence of random variables as defined in Chapter 7 of [8], and the results of that 
chapter would then give a theorem similar to our Theorem 1.1 but with more 
stringent conditions on the mixing function cy. Our mixing condition (1.4 j, however, 
is more naiural far physical systems uch as a Gibbs random fi zld where the size of the 
set A and the separation between the sets A and B can have very different effects on 
the rate of mixing. For example in [2, Theorems 2 and 51 a simple condition on the 
potential function @ is shown to imply (1.4) in the case of a stationary Gibbs random 
field with the X,, taking on only finitely many values and wit:1 @ finite range and 
sufficiently small. A more detailed discussion of the results of [2], in the case where 
X,, = *l and @ is a nearest neighbor potential, may be found in Section 4 of [7]. 
2. Pome necessary estimates 
To prove our theorems we must replace the X, by a sequence iy&~, where each yi 
consists of a ‘block’ of X,‘s. We will then approximate the yi by a martingale 
difference sequence (Yj>ja()* 
We will need to use repeatedly the following fundamental emma for random 
variables satisfying a mixing condition. A proof of this lemma may be found in [l]. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose (1.4) holds. Let A, B c Zn with d (,A, B) = !, f E %A, g E SB, and 
IIf&, < 00,~~g~~~ < 00, where the norms are with respect to the measure P. If p, qp r y-3 1 and 
lfp+l/q+-ljr=l, then 
IWfg) - E(f)E(g)l s (~~(f)IAl~*‘Fllf~(~l(gl14. 
Ifp=q=oo, then 
From now on we will assume that the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 or I. 10 are 
satisfied. Using Lemma 2.1 ?Ne can easily show: 
Lemma 2.2. If A is a d-dimensional ball of radius N, t&n 
- IAl << N(d-l’vds, (2.3) 
where s iv given by (1.5). If A is an annulus between (d - I)-spheres uf radii R and 
R + h, with h of: O( R ), then 
0.4) 
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roof. If A is a d-dimensional ball of radius N, then 
iAl = CNd + O(Nd.-‘). 
Thus by (1.6) 
E( C Xn)*= 1 c E&c&- c c EXkXn 
n E A kcA neZd ktzA n&A 
= IAl +O(CNd +O(Nd-‘))’ - c 1 E &XII. 
kcA n&A 
Now by Lemma 2.1 
c E&X, +f. Irn - t-2dtd-1 dtc< (N -#l+ I)-’ 
n&A N-jJkll+ 1 
if the hypotheses of Theorem 1 .I hold. 
Thus 
c c Ex/&<< j-(N-Y+l)“rd-’ dr<< Nd-  
kEA n&A 1 
c 
and so 
E( C x”)‘- IAl << Ncn-i’vds. 
nEA 
Similar calculations give (2.3) under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10 and (2.4) 
under the hypotheses of Theorems 1 .l or 1.10. 
Definition 2.5. Let q be as in (1.3) or (1.12 j if these condition5 hold. If (1.2) holds let 
r)=~andif(l.ll)holdslet~ = 3. Define a sequence of annuli A 1, A;, AZ, A;, . . . , 
concentric about the origin of Zd, with A, having width j” and Ai having width j”‘ld. 
Let YO = 2, yj = xnf A, Xn, zj = CneA; X”, and let hj (hj) be the inner radius of Aj (Al). 
Now clear1 y
j-i 
hj= 1 (p’ +pq’4d)-- jl+'+O(j), hi = hj + O(hj), 
&=i 
hi - h j_ 1 ry jQ/4d, h:-hi-j”, 
and for n EZ~, Xrl describes a site in the annuius Ai where 
(2.6) 
In fact we obtain the followi 
ough the martingale di 
stimate, which implies that we can ‘recover’ S(t) even 
e sequence we construct approximates the y;, not the 
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Suppose A,(N) is any subset of A,(N). 
Then 
(2.8) 
and thus Lemma 2.1 implies 
E( J,, Iq4<< J(N)2(d-l+dY 
as is shown in [6] for d > 1 and in [4] for d = 1. 
Thus for 1 <p < 2 and for Ai any fixed subset of Aj 
and so by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
2d(l+sV4+W-2)/4<. Nd/2-v a.s. 
by (2.6). 
Lemma 2.7 is a correct version of Lemma 4.3.1 of [8]. Another correct version of 
this lemma, in which the parameter v in (2.8) is defined in terms of the moments of 
the X,, appears in [9]. 
We must also show that the Zj, which are needed to separate the yj so that Lemma 
3.1 below will be true, can be neglected without harming our approximation. The 
following lemma shows thiis is the case. 
Lemma 2.9. As N + 00 
7 
js>yN) 
Zj <c Nd’2-v a.s. 
Proof. For each j, by Lemma 2.1, 
E zf +2 E C zizj << IAil << jd(1+q)+"'4d-(1+q'e I I iPj 
Thus for ji > 0, j2 > 0, 
2 
<< !jl+j2) d(l+q)-.q(l- l/44) _._j~CI+~)-rlCl-l/4d), 
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Furthermore E(zf ) is finite for each j and so applying a version of the Gaal-Koksma 
strong law of large numbers [8, Appendix 1] gives 
C zj << J(N)d(1+s”2w” c Nd’*-” a.s. 
jsJ(N) 
Finally we will need the following estimate of &SJ(NJ yf : 
Lemma 2.10. As N -, 00 
c y; -ndNd << Nd-” as. 
jsJ(N) 
Proof. First by (2.4) 
E(y;) - I&l<< (jl+v)(d-u) 
and thus 
c E(y;)-ndNd << c (jl+v)(d-u)+Nd-l 
jsJ(N) j"J(N) 
K Nd-” 
by (2.6) and (1.5). Thus it suffices to show 
, zNI (yy -E yy)c Nd-” a.s. 
‘S 
Since E y; = E(xncAi X,)4 < 00 and since for jl > 0, j2 > 0, 
E ( C ’ 
ilci”-il+iz 
yf _ E Yt> * << ( jl + j2)2d(1+‘)-v _ jfd(l+q)-v, 
another application of the Gaal-Koksma law, as in the proof of Lemma 2.9, and G.6) 
give the desired result. 
3. The martingale approximation of the sums of the yj 
The details of the proofs in this section may be found in [8]. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a martingale difference sequence (Yj, 9j)jao such that as 
N-,m 
C (yj- yi) cc Nd’“-” a.s. 
jsJ(N) 
Proof. Let Bj = Uisksj Ak and let 9j = ;Fei, j 2 1,90 = {&a}. Then clearly sjf and 
yj is measurable with respect to 9j, j 2 0. Furthermore for j a 1, 
C EIE(yj+k 1 *>I s C IIE(Yj+/c I &-1)1I3 
k 20 ka0 
*(d/2-u)(l+v)-1 
<< I 9 
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where we hwre used Lemma 2.3 to obtain the estimate for the k = 0 and k 2 1 terms 
separately. Thus if we set 
uj == C E(yj+k Igj-1) 
kzdl 
we have 
*(d/2-v)(l+q)-1 
IlUjlb CC I 9 
so we may define 
Yj = yj-(Uj-Uj+l), ia 1, 
as in Lemma 2.1 of [8]. 
Now 
and so (3.3) give; 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Y()=O, (3.4) 
P( 1 c 
jSJ(Nl 
(yj _ &)I ,J(N)‘d/2-‘“‘+“‘) <<J(N)+-” 
and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
C (yj - Yj) <C J(~~)‘d’2-““1+“‘<< Nd’2-u a.s. 
jd(N) 
We also need 
I,enrma 3.5. If Yj is defined by i3.4), then as N + 00 
c yi’ -ndNd K Nd-” a.s., 
jsJ(N) 
where nd is defined by (1.9). 
Proof. Set vj = uj-uj-1. Then 
y; = yf + v; -2yjvj# 
By Lemma 2.10 
c Yi’ - rrdNd K Nd”” as. 
jsJ(N) 
Thus to prove our lemma we need on’ly show 
jGzV, YT << Nd--” as* 
‘ 
Now by (3.3) 
(3.6) 
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and so for /3 ~0, 
v; aJ d(l+s)-u/2 K c J -42-l < oo 
J 
and so (2.6) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma give (3.6). 
Finally we need 
Lema 3.7. As IV + 00 
C {E(Y; IS+,) - Y;}<< IV’-’ n.s. 
jsJ(N) 
Proof. This is just Lemma 4.4.5 of [S]. 
4. The approximation of S(f) by B(td) 
By the martingale version of the Skorokhod representation theorem [12, Theorem 
4.31 we can now find a (possibly richer) probability space (fi, $ P), a family of 
increasing a-algebras $2, (with @ c #j for j 2 I), and random variables (fi)jao, 
(B(~))HI, and (Tj)jao, such that the Pi are distributed as the Yj, Tj 3 0 for j 2 1, 
To = 0, (B(t))t,o is standard Brownian motion (B(0) = 0, B(1) = 1), and 
and (z fi,J~l) 
jsJ 
have the same distribution. Thus we can, without loss of generality, write 
yJ=B(;J+oJq) 
and write 9j for & Now we need only show (1.8). 
Lemma 4.1. As N + 00 
c Tj-. rdNd c Nd-’ a.s. 
isJ(N) 
Proof. We can use the proof of Lemma 4.5.1 of [S], alang with 
E(T 1 P”-l) = E( YT 1 Pi-1) a.s. 
from Strassen’s theorem and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 to obtain this estimate. 
Lemma 4.2. Let (S*(t)),,, be defined by 
S”(t)== c yi. 
jsJCTr1) 
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Then as t-+00 
S(t) -S*(t)<< td’2-v a.s. 
Proof. Since 
S(t)-s*(t)= c xn- c yj+ c tyj- yi) 
Iln Its t iSJ(Dl) jGJ([?l) 
and .l([t]> - tl’(‘+“, this follows from Lemmas 2.7,2.9, and 3.1. 
Now Lemmas 4,l and 4.2 imply (1.8), since 
s*(t)/&!* - B(td) << td’*-” a.s. 
by the yrDof of Lemma 3.5.3 in [8]. 
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